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Wombat Patch Quilt 
Is it a five patch?  Is it a nine patch?  Do we care?  Regardless of how the quilt 
police would classify this block, it is fun, quick and achievable.  It is also one of 
several blocks I have designed around using precut fabrics.  When working from 
charm squares, such as this quilt or 2.5 inch strips, you need to work a bit 
differently as the size of the fabric dictates the shapes you can cut it into and 
therefore the blocks you can make.   
 
Made from 10 inch charm squares (sometimes called Layer Cakes), one pack will 
make 25 - 30 scrappy blocks or 20 coordinated ones.  I will provide fabric 
requirements for fabric off the bolt for those that want to make it without 
using charms. 
 
Measurements: 
The finished quilt measures approximately 140 by 110 cms (55 by 44 
inches). Each block is 11 inches finished. Make more blocks for a larger 
quilt. 
 
Materials Required: 
Use one full 10 inch charm pack OR the following meterage: 
 
 25 cms each of two colours of fabric for the block corners 
 50 cms each of two colours of fabric for the block sides 
 The equivalent of one metre of fabric for the centre blocks. 
 1.6 metres by 1.2 metres of backing fabric (joined or pieced) 
 50 cms of binding fabric 
 1.6 metres by 1.2 metres of wadding 
 
A. Cutting Instructions: 

Cutting instructions are for Charm Squares.  If using meterage, adapt 
these instructions. 

 
From each of 20 ten inch squares, cut out the following: 

 One 2½ inch strip from the side of the charm.  Cross cut this into four  
2½ inch squares.  

 From the remaining 7½ by 10 inch piece, cut one 7½ inch square and 
one 7½ by 2½ inch stip.  (See diagram below) 
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For a scrappy look, use 8 Charms, for a more coordinated look, use 20 
charms. 
 One 2½ inch strip from the side of the charm.  Discard this if using 

20 charms. 
 If using 8 Charms for a scrappy look, cut this first strip into one 

7½ by 2½ inch strip and discard the 2½ inch square.  
 From the remaining 7½ by 10 inch piece, cut four 7½ by 2½ inch 

strip.  (See diagram below) 
 

 
 
For the binding 
 Six strips of fabric measuring 2½ inches wide for the binding.   
 
B. Constructing the Blocks. 
All blocks are made the same.   
 

 Sort your cut elements into sets of one centre square, four 
matching corners and two pairs of matching or contrasting sides or 
any combination of that.  Keep the ‘sets’ together as you stitch.   

 Chain Stitch the elements to speed up construction. 
 Stitch one side to the centre square  
 Stitch one corner piece to one long side.  Repeat to create a second 

pieced side.  See below. 
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 Press seams towards the centre block and the corners. 
 Stitch the remaining side to the centre square  
 Stitch the remaining corner pieces to the long sides.  See below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Press seams towards the centre block and the corners. 
 

 Next, stitch the units together.  Stitch all of the top units to the 
centre square units. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Press the seams. 
 Stitch all of the bottom units to the centre square units. 
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C. Constructing the Quilt 
 Sort your blocks into rows of four or five. 
 Rearrange the order of the blocks until you are happy with the 

layout. 
 Stitch the blocks together to form a row. 

 
 

 Stitch the rows together to form the quilt. 
 

 
 

 Quilt and Bind. 


